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Understand a range of spoken material with 
unfamiliar language, recognise attitudes.  

Understand a wide range of spoken 
material, summarise and explain orally and 
in writing, develop independent listening. 

Accurately sustain a conversation on a range 
of key stage 3 topics without prior 

preparation.  Develop ideas and take the 
initiative, interacting effectively.  Include 
past, present and future tenses, and a 

higher level of language including 
conditional and imperfect.  Include idiomatic 

expressions, negatives, correct use of 
infinitives, object pronouns etc. 

Student can access a range of authentic 
texts including extracts from authentic 

literary and factual sources, in their original 
form or with  minimal adaptation. 

Express, ask for, and justify opinions, 
develop content, use reference materials, 
work generally accurate.  Write accurately 
about a wide range of issues and topics, 
factual and imaginative, use resources to 

vary style and scope of writing. 

9 

Understand difficult sentences and 
unfamiliar language at normal speed.  Some 
meaning may be inferred.  Student is able to 
process multiple items of information whilst 

listening to a longer text.    

Speak spontaneously and initiate 
conversations without (much) preparation 

with good pronunciation, using connectives 
and a variety of tenses, grammar and 

vocabulary. Very few mistakes. 

Read and understand a whole range of long, 
complex and unfamiliar texts and work out 

the meaning with confidence.   

Write longer pieces, link sentences and 
paragraphs, use a variety of language, edit 
work, use reference materials to improve 
accuracy and variety.  Student begins to 

consider audience and purpose when 
writing. 

8 Understand difficult sentences and 
unfamiliar language at normal speed.   

Speak spontaneously and initiate 
conversations without (much) preparation 

with good pronunciation, using connectives 
and a variety of tenses, grammar and 

vocabulary (see writng criteria) . Accurate. 

Read and understand a whole range of long, 
complex and unfamiliar texts and generally 

confident at working out the meaning. 

Write longer pieces, link sentences and 
organise paragraphs logically, for improved 
readability.  Use a variety of language, edit 
work, use reference materials to improve 

accuracy and variety.  Three basic tenses are 
sound and student can also use imperfect 

tense in some persons. 

7 

Understand passages referring to present, 
past and future in all persons  at normal 

speed, and in addition the past tense in the 
first person, and note main points, details 

and opinions. 

Adapt language to produce extended and 
detailed responses quite fluently and 

accurately. Use at least three tenses and the 
use of varied and complex grammar points 
as detailed in writing criteria.  Begin to use 
fillers and devices; pues, bueno, diría que… 

etc. 

Understand longer texts in familiar topics 
using present, past and future tenses. In 

addition reflexive and impersonal verbs, and 
verbs using indirect and direct object 

pronouns do not cause confusion (regarding 
subject and object). Students are becoming 

more confident working out meaning of 
texts on unfamiliar topics. 

Use simple descriptive language in 
paragraphs, talk about past, present and 

future events, use  more complex grammar 
such as object pronouns, reflexive verbs, use 

of gustar in more than one tense and 
person. 

6 

Understand passages referring to present, 
and future events in all persons at normal 
speed, and past in the first person note 

main points, details and opinions. 

Adapt language to produce extended and 
detailed responses quite fluently and mostly 
accurately. I can speak using at least three 

tenses. 

I can understand longer texts in unfamiliar 
topics using both the past and future tenses. 
I am becoming more confident working out 

meaning of texts on unfamiliar topics 

Use simple descriptive language in 
paragraphs, talk about past, present and 

future events, use grammar. 
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Understand passages with present and 
future at near normal speed, note main 

points, details and opinions in all persons of 
the verb, with increasing complexity eg use 
of connectives, time markers and frequency 

words. 

Talk about actions in the present and future 
in all persons. Sustain a conversation or 

presentation for around 2 -3 minutes.  Use 
varied language features; connectives, 
intensifiers, negatives, etc. to increase 

interest. 

Understand people’s opinions and 
information about events in the future. 

Students can recognise verb patterns to 
identify persons of verbs. Students can find 

out information on their own using 
reference materials. 

Write simple/compound sentences in 3-4 
paragraphs asking for and giving 

information, include verbs for other people, 
talk about habitual and recent events or 

future plans, talk about everyday activities, 
use a dictionary to check spellings and look 

up new words.   

4 

Understand passages with present and 
future in the 1st person at near normal 

speed, note main points, details such as 
opinions, 2nd and 3rd persons of verbs, 
negatives and compound sentences.   

Talk about actions in the future (first person) 
as well as the present (all persons). Talk for 

quite a long time on familiar topics.  
Pronunciation and intonation aid the 

listener’s understanding.   

Understand people’s opinions and 
information about events in the future. 

Students can find out information on their 
own using reference materials. 

Write simple/compound sentences asking 
for and giving information, include verbs for 

other people, talk about recent events or 
future plans, talk about everyday activities, 
use a dictionary to check spellings and look 
up new words.  Use source texts effectively 

to model and adapt language. 

3 

Understand longer passages of familiar 
language in present tense at near normal 

speed, note main points and some details.  
Recognise regular verb patterns in order to 

work out meaning.    

Can take part in a longer conversation or 
presentation without (many) notes. Can use 

the grammar and vocabulary learned to 
create sentences with good pronunciation.  

Add in features to make language more 
interesting, such as negatives, frequency 
words, basic connectives and intensifiers.  

Use the key verbs ser, tener, vivir, llamarse 
etc in all persons in the present tense. Basic 

language features such as gender and 
adjectival agreements are sound within a 

small vocabulary. 

Understand longer texts in present tense 
and use context and cognates to work out 

new and unfamiliar words.  Recognise 
regular verb patterns in order to work out 

meaning.  Students approach more 
challenging reading tasks using stages of 

skimming, scanning and reading for detail in 
order to improve understanding.   

Write 3 or 4 simple sentences from memory, 
include the key verbs tener, vivir, llamarse 
ser in 1st, 2nd and 3rd persons, singular and 
plural. Change words, write in paragraphs 
and with reasonable use of punctuation, 
connectives such as y, porque, pero, sin 

embargo, también, además, use grammar to 
change sentences such as appropriate use 
of articles and adjectival agreements, use a 
reference source to check spellings.  Add 

questions, opinions and negatives. 

2 

Understand longer passages of familiar 
language in present tense at near normal 

speed, note main points and some details.  
Recognise regular verb patterns in order to 

work out meaning.   Students may use 
accompanying transcript in text book to 

improve understanding, 

Participate in longer conversations or deliver 
short presentations without minimal 

prompts. Use the grammar and vocabulary 
learned to create own sentences with good 

pronunciation.  In addition students begin to 
use pauses and intonation to enhance 

listener’s comprehension. 

Understand longer texts in present tense 
and use context and cognates to work out 

new and unfamiliar words.  Recognise 
regular verb patterns in order to work out 

meaning. 

Write 3 or 4 simple sentences from memory; 
include the key verbs tener, vivir, llamarse 

ser in 1st, 2nd and 3rd persons. Change words; 
write in paragraphs and with reasonable use 
of punctuation, basic connectives such as y, 

porque, pero, también. Use grammar to 
change sentences such as appropriate use 
of articles and adjectival agreements. Use a 

reference source to check spellings. 

1 
Understand short passages of familiar 
language at a steady speed, note main 

points. 

Say short sentences, describe people, 
objects and places.  Give answers to more 
difficult and longer questions with correct 
pronunciation using familiar words. Ask 

longer questions and respond with more 
developed answers. 

Understand simple texts and use a 
dictionary (or glossary/index in a textbook) 
to look up new words & meanings.  Write 

down the main points understood. 

Write 2 or 3 short sentences from memory, 
(perhaps using a frame or prompt) use 

verbs- me llamo, soy, tengo, vivo and es 
accurately.  Spelling is quite clear. 
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Understand a range of single words, familiar 
statements and questions, such as ¿Qué 

tal?, ¿cómo te llamas?, and basic classroom 
instructions. 

Say single words or short sentences, answer 
and return simple questions such as 

greetings and basic personal information.   

Understand single or small groups of words, 
familiar phrases and words and use books 
(or computer resources) to find out new 

meanings. 

Copy single words correctly, label objects, 
and choose correct word to complete short 

sentences.  Copy short sentences, write 
familiar short sentences. 

 


